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Double Standards in Education
Parents’ Rights in Education
Education used to be a process of transmitting
knowledge and skills from the older generation to the
younger. But much of what is going on in schools today
does not have that purpose at all; its goal is to change the
values of the children with a technique called “values
clarification.”
The children’s (and their parents’) values are under
attack from a variety of techniques such as violent and
disturbing books and films dealing with parental conflict, sex, death, drugs, murder, suicide, mental illness,
poverty, despair, and anger. Many books and films are
negative about parents, morality, and America. Many
books promote despair instead of hope in the future.
Questionnaires and role-playing are favorite devices used to “clarify” and change the values of the
children. Sets of questions are assigned which require
elementary school children to reveal private information
about their own and their parents intimate life and
thoughts, and which cause the child to question his parents standards.
Few parents seem to know that the law is on the
side of the parents and pupils in challenging such
materials. It is instructive to quote directly from 20 U.S.
Code, 1232h, called “Protection of Pupil Rights”: “No
student shall be required . . . to submit to psychiatric
examination, testing, or treatment, or psychological examination, testing or treatment, in which the primary
purpose is to reveal information concerning political
affiliations; mental and psychological problems potentially embarrassing to the student or his family; sex
b eh avior or a ttitu d es; ille g a l, a n ti-so c ia l, selfincriminating and demeaning behavior; critical appraisals of other individuals with whom [they] have close
family relationships; . . . without the prior written consent of the parent.”
As more and more parents are waking up to the
privacy-invading materials being used in many schools,
state laws are being passed to help the parents assert
their natural authority. Oklahoma passed the Parents’
Consent Act which provides that all instructional
materials used in research or experimental programs
may be inspected by parents of the children enrolled in
the programs.
The Oklahoma law requires written parental consent before a pupil may be subjected to any type of

psychological or psychiatric examination. In the words
of the law, teachers cannot, without parental consent,
“elicit by written survey or examination” any information about “religious beliefs, sexual behavior or attitudes
or potentially embarrassing mental or psychological
problems.”
California has a similar law providing that “no test,
questionnaire, survey, or examination containing any
questions about the pupil’s personal beliefs or practices
in sex, family life, morality and religion . . . shall be
administered to any pupil in kindergarten or grade 1
through grade 12, inclusive, unless the parent or guardian or the pupil is notified in writing that such test,
questionnaire, survey, or examination is to be administered and the parent or guardian of the pupil gives
written permission for the pupil to take such test,
questionnaire, survey, or examination.”
The Illinois law on this subject states: “No pupil
shall be required to take or participate in any class or
course in comprehensive sex education if his parent or
guardian submits written objection thereto, and . . . an
opportunity shall be afforded to such parents or guardians to examine the instructional materials to be used in
such class or course.”
The Illinois law also requires that “if any school
district provides courses of instruction designed to promote wholesome and comprehensive understanding of
the emotional, psychological, physiological, hygienic
and social responsibility aspects of family life, then such
courses of instruction shall include the teaching of the
alternatives to abortion, appropriate to the various grade
levels.” It is quite a commentary on our school system
that it took a lawsuit to force the Illinois schools to obey
this law and teach abstinence as an alternative.
Schools should apply themselves to the teaching of
reading, writing, spelling, and arithmetic, rather than
sailing off into outer space with devious attempts to
invade the moral or psychological privacy of the pupils.
The law is on the side of the parents, if they would only
use it.

The Island Trees School Case
Should local schools be administered by elected
school boards responsible to the communities they serve?
Or should they be administered by teenage pupils and
federal judges? That is the real issue in the Island Trees

Union School case decided by the Supreme Court in
June 1982.
The liberals have been gleefully reporting this
decision as a victory over “censorship” because the facts
of the case involved nine books (none of them a classic)
which the School Board deemed to be vulgar and unsuitable on the shelves of the school library.
In truth, the decision would bring the Supreme
Court “perilously close to becoming a ‘super censor’ of
school board library decisions.” Those are the words of
Chief Justice Warren Burger in his strong dissent.
Burger spoke out strongly against the way that the
Court’s decision invented a new constitutional right. The
Supreme Court decided that the First Amendment
“requires school boards to justify to teenage pupils the
decision to remove a particular book from a school
library.” (The emphasis is Burger’s.)
The result of this outrageous grab for power by the
Imperial Judiciary is to put the matter of the removal of
books from public school libraries (serving minor
children) into the hands of the federal courts. The result
is also to give federal judges the power to peer into the
motives of school board members and decide whether
they are pure or suspect.
There are so many issues involved in the several
opinions filed by the Justices in this Supreme Court case
that commentators will be discussing it for months, if not
years. The major issues, including court-control vs.
local-control, were brought out by Justice Burger and
also by Justice Lewis Powell (who once served as president of his city’s school board) who expressed his
“genuine dismay at the decision.
One of the liberal spokesmen who gloated over the
“marvelous” victory for the nine vulgar books said that
the decision “sends a very important message to school
boards: Act carefully.” That message amounts to a
threat. It means that school board members (even
though they are elected by the people, responsible to the
community, and can be voted out of office) had better
stay out of public school libraries, or they will be sued by
litigating liberal lawyers using students as pawns in the
suit; and that in those suits, the motives and thoughts and
values of the school board members will be publicized,
attacked and ridiculed in court (and in the press), and
finally passed on by federal judges.
But how did the books get into the school libraries in
the first place? Nobody asks that question. The anonymous librarian or school administrator who put the
vulgar books in the school library will never be sued,
never called upon in court to explain his motives for
placing a vulgar book on the shelves for children instead
of a decent, inspiring book.
Librarians and school administrators engage all the
time in what might be called “preemptive censorship.”
They select the books with the ideas, values and
language they want to impose on the pupils, and they do
this without accountability to anyone.
They even resent it when parents, taxpayers, or
elected school board officials dare to express an opinion
about arbitrary book-selection decisions. Librarians
know they can count on the entire liberal establishment
to back up their assertion of total and final authority to
select some books and censor others.
If school board officials are going to be hauled into
court and forced to defend their motives for removing
vulgar books, then librarians and school administrators

should also be hauled into court to defend their motives
for selecting vulgar books in the first place.
Isn’t the best solution for the courts to stay out of
public school libraries altogether?
The Civil Liberties Union in the Island Trees case
asserted that the high school students not only had the
right to read the vulgar books, but the right to get them
from the public school library. A few months earlier, in
a high school in Girard, Pennsylvania, the doublestandard liberals carried on a public campaign of ridicule and harassment against pupils who asserted their
right not to read a very vulgar book (by Studs Terkel).
The dogmatic liberals even tried to deny those
students their high school diplomas unless they read the
particular vulgar book which the students and their
parents believed was contrary to their religious convictions. Only after the parents engaged a lawyer to defend
the students were they allowed to graduate.

Academic Freedom and Creationism
In many legislatures, a controversy is raging over
whether “scientific creationism” should be taught in the
public schools as an alternate theory to evolution. The
liberals who used to demand “academic freedom” to
teach unpopular views have changed their tune; they are
working diligently to censor the ideas they hate.
The scientific creationists are asking, in the name
of academic freedom, that, if the schools teach the
theory of evolution as the explanation for the origin of
the world and of man, then the theory of creation snould
likewise be presented to the students. The scientific
creationists argue that the theory of creationism is no
more dogma-based and no less science-based than the
theory of evolution.
During the presidential campaign last year, Ronald
Reagan put himself on the side of the “give both sides a
hearing approach. He told reporters that there are
“great flaws in the theory of evolution.
The scientific creationists are not rushing headlong
into another Scopes trial or into the granite wall erected
in the name of separation of church and state. They have
learned to avoid the political and legal mistakes of
earlier anti-evolution warriors.
The scientific creationists don’t mention God, the
Bible, or any religious book. The fact that scientific
creationism and the Bible arrive at the same conclusion
as to the origin of the world and man does not mean that
creationism is Biblical or unscientific. Plato and
Aristotle, using reason alone, concluded that God exists.
Decades ago, it was easy for science to say that
rotting food spontaneously generated maggots and fruit
flies. We had no proof against that conclusion. But
Pasteur proved that only nfe begets life.” Extensive
modern research with fruit flies, which spawn generations in a few days, show that even after 40 years of
manipulating their evolution, fruit flies remain fruit
flies.
Transmutation is the linchpin of the Darwinian
theory of evolution. It holds that all species of plants and
animals developed from earlier forms by hereditary
transmission of slight variations in successive generations
over eons.
Darwin knew he was on shaky ground in asserting
the evolution of major differences. But he promised that
later fossil discoveries would produce the missing links.
There are millions of evidences for variations, but

anyone knowing modern facts on mutations and
Mendel’s Laws understands the difference between
those and proof for evolution. Despite intense research
and digging for more than a century, the missing link is
still missing.
For the last several years, the evolutionist scientists
have been engaged in a soul-searching controversy about
how evolution happened. The debate reached its crescendo in October 1980 when 150 scientists specializing
in evolutionary studies met for four days in Chicago’s
Field Museum of Natural History to thrash out new
hypotheses which are challenging older ideas.
The big issue at the semi-secret conclave was macroevolution. The scientists have a hard time even
agreeing on the term, but it generally means the evolution of major differences sucn as the evolution of birds
and mammals out of reptiles. It is, indeed, hard to define
something which has never been proven to have happened;
Case after case of alleged missing links has been
proven to be a fraud, including the Piltdown man in
England and the Peking man in China. Dr. Niles Eldridge, a paleontologist from the American Museum of
Natural History in New York, said, “The pattern that we
were told to find for the last 120 years does not exist.” No
wonder the Chicago meeting of evolutionist scientists
was closed to the prying eyes and ears of religious fundamentalist observers.
Many outstanding scientists are not evolutionists.
For example, Dr. Wernher von Braun, the man whose
team built the Saturn 5 vehicle which launched Apollo 8,
the world’s first spacecraft to travel to the moon, wrote
in 1972; “We in NASA were often asked what the real
reason was for the amazing string of successes we had
with our Apollo flights to the Moon. I think the only
honest answer we could give was that we tried to never
overlook anything. It is in that same sense of scientific
honesty that I endorse the presentation of alternative
theories for the origin of the universe, life and man in
the science classroom. It would be an error to overlook
the possibility that the universe was planned rather than
happened by chance.”

Simplified Spelling Not the Solution
Alice laughed. “There’s no use trying,” she said:
“one can’t believe impossible things.”
“I daresay you haven’t had much practice,” said
the Queen. “When I was your age, I always did it fo r
half-an-hour a day. Why, som etim es I’ve believed as
many as six impossible things before breakfast,”
“Through the Looking-Glass”, Chapter 5.
Those who like to develop their skill of believing
impossible things before breakfast had a good chance in
a recent front-page news article in the W all Street
Journal. The headline was “Organizashun Urjez Chanjez
in Speling To Simplify English.”
Did the Wall Street Journal have a lapse of common sense? Or did some wag on the news staff decide to
calm depression jitters by giving businessmen a laugh?
The answer isn’t clear because the article was played like
a serious, page-one news story, with carryover to page

12.

In case you didn’t recognize it, the crazy headline
you just read above is a sample of spelling “reform”
developed by a crusading group of businessmen. They

call their cause “Better Education thru Simplified
Spelling, Inc.” The acronym is BEtSS.
BEtSS’ executive director, Abraham Citron (who
calls himself Ayb), says his “biggest problem is being
taken seriously. He seems to be surmounting that problem rather well by getting dignified free advertising on
the front page of the W all Street Journal.
BEtSS says it is promoting “natural” spelling.
Probably some public relations man thought^ up that
word to try to sell the product —something like “natural”
wholegrain cereals. The idea is to eliminate superfluous
letters and (in its own words) “spel sum wordz uezing
chanjez that the organizashun urjez.”
The lead sentence of the W all Street Journal extends an invitation to the businessmen of America to
“help stamp out illiteracy, bolster national productivity,
and create a better life for millions.” Are those altruistic
goals the real appeal to businessmen?
It is more likely that BEtSS hopes Simplified Spelling will appeal to businessmen as a cover for the fact
that many secretaries cannot spell. The great advantage
of Simplified Spelling is that there need not be any
agreement on which simplified spelling is simpler. Even
BEtSS spells simplified words differently in its own
brochure.
The reason why secretaries and new job recruits
cannot spell is that, in the last 20 years, the elementary
schools have not taught most children to read, write and
spell by the phonics method. Phonics means teaching a
child the phonetic sounds, syllables and letters of the
English language. When you train a child in phonics,
you give him the building blocks of words so he can
‘ unlock” (read or spell) them himself.
Instead of learning how to read, write and spell the
syllables of the English language, most children in the
last three decades have been taught by what is called the
“whole-word” or “look-say” method. This is a process of
teaching the child to memorize a handful of words by
associating them with pictures on the same page. A child
taught by the “whole-word” system instead of by phonics
may do such ridiculous things as read “pony” for “horse”,
or read “vacation” for “holiday.”
Some modern educators don’t think it is important
whether or not the child makes that kind of substitution.
For example, Yetta and Ken Goodman of the University
of Arizona stated in a press interview, “Whether he says
pony or horse is not the point. The kid who substitutes
pony would only do it because he is so preoccupied with
the sense (of wnat he is reading) that he puts in something that seems to fit the context. He’s predicting.
With the inane stories that fill most of the elementary school readers, one could argue that it doesn’t
matter whether the child is really reading or is merely
“predicting” or guessing the words. But when it comes to
handling business orders, or filling prescriptions, or using
instructions to operate machinery, the difference can be
millions of dollars, or even life or death.
The shocking rate of illiteracy among young people
today is extremely costly to business. Instead of grasping
at the faddism of BEtSS, businessmen should start a
campaign to insist that the schools produce a better
product for the billions that taxpayers spend on education. And the most successful system is the least costly;
teach first-graders the English language by the phonics
method and they will be able to spell.

What Sex Classes Concealed From Teenagers
The liberal establishment media have discovered
Herpes. You can read all about this incurable venereal
disease in Time, Newsweek, the New York Times and
the Washington Post. You can even learn about it from
television.
According to Tim e and the Center for Disease
Control, America now has 20 million sufferers of this
incurable disease, and the number is growing at a half
million a year. Observers of media bias should explore
the question: Why did herpes become national news
only after 20 million Americans got it? Why weren’t
those people warned in time to avoid the contagion?
How could a disease afflictin g such massive
numbers of people be kept out of establishment media
channels while those tremendous figures were building
up? The media are constantly reporting on ailments that
affect only a tiny fraction of that number.
In August 1979, this writer described the problem
and the symptoms of herpes in my syndicated newspaper column and issued a strong warning. At that time,
“only” five million Americans had contracted the disease. In February 1981, the Phyllis Schlafly Report
described the symptoms and danger of herpes and
pointed out that so-called sex “education” classes fail to
educate about herpes. Yet, the establishment liberal
media didn’t discover the epidemic until 15 million
sufferers later. Why?
The title and subtitle over the seven-page Time
magazine article are very revealing: “The New Scarlet
Letter: Herpes, an incurable virus, threatens to undo the
sexual revolution.” Those words show why herpes has
been a no-no subject in the liberal media and among
sexuality “educators” for so long, and why the liberal
media are so upset today.
The sexual revolution swept over the United States
in the 1960s and 1970s, bringing changes more profound
and far-reaching than other upheavals such as war or
depression. We were told that religious and moral codes
were out of date if they kept sex away from children and
confined it to the bonds of matrimony, and that the
modern person should be liberated from such obsolete
restrictions. We were urged to talk openly about sex on
television and in classrooms. We were told that “normal”
lifestyles include fornication, adultery, and homosexuality.
The pill, pornography, and Planned Parenthood
were the watchwords of sexual liberation. Kinsey and
Masters & Johnson told us “everybody’s doing it,”
Playboy and Penthouse made it chic, the pill manufacturers assured us it was safe, and Planned Parenthood
assisted children to do it in their early teens. You were
out of step if you weren’t “sexually active” (the new
euphemism for fornication).
Sexuality classes promote promiscuity because they
falsely imply that teenage sex is normal and OK just so
long as you use contraceptives. That is a lie. One sex
encounter, with or without contraceptives, can give you
a painful, lifetime, incurable venereal disease called
herpes, and can kill or deform any baby you might have
in the future. But sexuality classes conceal that information from the teenagers.

In the pre-liberation era, three powerful deterrents
operated against promiscuity: illegitimate pregnancy,
venereal disease, society’s scorn. In the era of the sexual
revolution, the contraceptive manufacturers supposedly
eliminated the first, antibiotics supposedly eliminated
the second, and the third was supposedly eliminated by
spectator sex on television, casual conversation in coed
sex classes, and the financial success of such magazines as
Playboy and Penthouse.
Then the scourge of herpes hit with a vengeance
and disproved all the assumptions of those who assured
us that sex with anyone, anytime, is okay just so long as
you avoid pregnancy. It is incurable, lifetime, painful,
irritating. Its recurring, painful blisters in the genital
area provide telltale evidence just like the “scarlet
letter.
Herpes even perpetuates the ancient double standard in sex: women pay a bitterer price than men.
Herpes is more painful to women and, additionally, may
fatally or disastrously infect any future baby she might
have. Herpes is lethal to 60% of infected newborns, and
half of those who survive suffer blindness or brain
damage.
Some articles are trying to minimize the fear of
herpes by claiming that this virus has been around since
ancient days. But it’s obvious that the reason it is of such
epidemic proportions today is the tremendous growth of
sexual “activity.” Time magazine admits that the growth
of homosexuality and oral sex are other reasons.
Can’t you have your sexual freedom by just asking
the other party if he or she has herpes? Don’t count on
it. Many of the current articles tell of herpes sufferers
who become so angry that they deliberately set out to
infect as many others as possible, and even brag about
how many they have infected. Time magazine tells that
many herpes counselors advise their patients to keep
their infection a secret at the start of a relationship.
One leading herpes researcher says that “the truth
about life in the United States in the 1980s is that, if you
are going to have sex, you are going to have to take the
risk of getting herpes.”
But the old rules of chastity and fidelity just might
be the solution.
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